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LOT49 NEWS! breaks, techno, and house! parties and releases!
Posted by weasel - 2009/05/11 13:44
_____________________________________

heyloooooo...here's the latest stuff an' ting! 

:: LOT 49 NEWSLETTER: May 2009 :: 

LOT49046 : MEAT KATIE & DYLAN RHYMES E.P 

Label bosses Mark Pember and Marvin Beaver join forces to produce this eponymously titled EP, their
first full collaborative single since the release of 2002s Moist on the seminal Whole Nine Yards imprint. 

Roll Player, the first of the two original cuts that feature on the release, is a piece of superb bass driven
techno. Tight drums and off kilter electronic riffs produce a hypnotic effect and the simple but highly
effective arrangement draws you deeper down the rabbit hole with every bar. The original also comes
with a big and bold breaks remix from production duo Specimen A, who ramp up the volume and press
home with distorted synth lines and swirling FX. Epic stuff. 

Second of the MK and DR originals comes in the shape of Long Acre, a pulsating and techy cut built
around a tough repetitive groove. Its attention grabbing main riff is ballsy enough get any dancefloor
moving yet the track retains a deep and underground vibe from beginning to end. This is a brilliant piece
of techno from these two musical heavyweights. 

The remixes for Long Player are provided by Mike Hulme of Introspective fame, who delivers a great
piece of pacey Moroder-esque warehouse techno and Dylan Rhymes who gets to grips with his own
creation, turning in an excellent re-edit that stays true to the original. 

Carl Cox: Another good release here from Lot49. Mike Hulmes remix of Long Acre is the winner here.
Like the original of Roll Player too. 

Laurent Garnier: good pumping tunes for kicking the shit out of the crowd, this works for me 

Available now exclusively on  Beatport  for 2 weeks 

 LOT49047: PABLO DECODER E.P 

Following on from recent successes with Dopamine, Dylan Rhymes and James Cocozza we saw fit to
unleash this outstanding E.P from the much lauded Pablo Decoder. 

The EP features 3 original cuts from Decoder of superb glitchy techno and tech house. The first of these
is High Bolt, an intense bumpin house cut with syncopated synth lines and tough electronic edge. The
warm rolling bassline holds the whole thing together perfectly, creating a track that is bound to set
dancefloors alight. 

following on from High Bolt we have the no nonsense techno stylings of Turbo, a cut that certainly
manages to live up to its name. Throbbing bass and pounding drums lay the groundwork for a twisted
full frontal assault of edgy twisted riffs and an arrangement full of brilliantly executed drops and lifts. 

Last but not least Zurich Boys - a ballsy record that marries techno sounds with electro sensibilities to
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excellent effect. This is a great track and a superb partner for the proceeding 2 cuts. 

M8 Magazine: Solid gold bomb to ignite the club M7/M8 

IDJ: Intense bumping house 

Plump DJs: Larrrge 

Available at  Beatport  and other reputable outlets from Monday 

DATES FOR THE DIARY 

Lot49 in Sheffield 
Saturday 23rd May 
Upstairs @ DQ, Fitzwilliam Street, Sheffield 

Sheffield has always been a strong city for Lot49 - a long-standing association with the now sadly
defunct Urban Gorilla has seen some legendary nights over the years! With former UG residents Jonny
Townsend and Adam Connal playing regularly at our parties in London, it only seemed natural to
arrange a return date in the steel city. 

The gang arrive on Saturday 23rd May at the legendary DQ venue, with Lot49 London residents Meat
Katie and Kid Blue joined by Sheffield's very own Vandal, and last but not least local legends and Lot49
Sheffield resident DJs Jonny & Adam. Expect an all night bank holiday session with the very best in
techno, tech-house, breaks and electro! 

EARLYBIRD TICKETS JUST £5 
£8 Advance//On the door £9 B4 12/£10 After 
Earlybird and advance tickets available here 

As if that wasn't enough, we're giving away a free MEAT KATIE mix CD to the first 100 people through
the door! 

Next London Date: 
Saturday 13th June @ East Village featuring..... 
Worthy (Dirtybird) 
Meat Katie vs Elite Force 
Dylan Rhymes 
Kid Blue 
Caninesounds 
John & On 
Duncan K 
Weasel 

Full details to follow shortly - look forward to seeing you there! 

LOT49 LABEL LINKS 

Youtube Channel 
New channel on youtube dedicated to the worldwide antics of the Lot49 crew here 
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Soundcloud 
This best way for you to send us tracks for consideration and keep up to date with the latest Lot49 output
here 

Facebook Group 
If you're on Facebook you can keep up to date with all Lot49 artist news, releases and events here 

Myspace page 
For all your myspacians out there - link with us here 

**All Lot49 releases are available from: 

www.beatport.com 
www.juno.co.uk 
www.chemical-records.co.uk 

Label Contact: info@Lot49.co.uk 

Label Manager: fidz@Lot49.co.uk 

Press/Promotion/Radio: julian@dispersionpr.com // dean@dispersionpr.com

============================================================================
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